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Redesign Plan
Simply Done dryer sheets are one of many products 
needing a redesign. The design of dryer sheets in 
general needs improvements. The original package 
design included a lot of unnecessary information, 
icons and design elements. For my design I 
simplified it by only including necessary information, a 
monochromatic colors scheme and a simple font. 
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Included in the redesign is a revolutionary idea to 
make using dryer sheets easier. Attached to the 
inside of the package are magnets that allow the 
user to place the dryer sheets directly on the dryer. 
On the top of the package is an opening similar to a 
tissues so the user can pull the dryer sheets out.

The audience also influenced this design because 
it incorporated young mothers who need a simple 
functional product. This redesign makes the product 
stand out because of its simplicity in a sea of busy 
dryer sheet designs. This redesign captures the 
essence of the product.  

Target Audience:
Middle class women, 30-40yrs



Style Guide
Title
Arial regular 51px 

Subtitle
Arial regular 36px

Subtitle 2
Arial bold12px

Body Copy
Arial regular 11px
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CMYK (79, 52, 51, 27) RGB (57,90,96)

RGB (84,137,150)

RGB (255,255,255)

RGB (129,207,223)

#395a60   

#548996   

#ffffff  

#81cfdf 

CMYK (70, 34, 35, 3)

CMYK (0, 0, 0, 0)

CMYK (46, 1, 11, 0)



Simply Done 

40 sheets

Directions for use: Place sheet on top of 
wet clothes at the start of the drying cycle. If 
spotting should occure, wet fabric, rub spot 
with a pure bar of soap, then rinse and 
rewash item.
Caution: Fot for use on children’s 
sleepwear or toher carments labeled as 
flame resistant, as it may reduce flame 
resistance. Keepp out of reach of chilren 
and pets to avoid accidental ingestion.
Indredeints: Fabric softener sheets contain 
fabrictening agents(cationic and nonionic 
types) and fragrances in a nonwoven sheet.

6.4 in x 4 in (16.25 cm x 10.2 cm)

*This product is not manufactured 
or distributed by Procter & 
Gamble, owner of the trademark 
Bounce and Outdoor Fresh.
Distributed by Topco associates 
LLC, Elk Grove Village, IL 6007

™

fresh scent dryer sheets

New Design
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Simply
Done 

40 sheets

Directions for use: Place sheet on top of 
wet clothes at the start of the drying cycle. If 
spotting should occure, wet fabric, rub spot 
with a pure bar of soap, then rinse and 
rewash item.
Caution: Fot for use on children’s 
sleepwear or toher carments labeled as 
flame resistant, as it may reduce flame 
resistance. Keepp out of reach of chilren 
and pets to avoid accidental ingestion.
Indredeints: Fabric softener sheets contain 
fabrictening agents(cationic and nonionic 
types) and fragrances in a nonwoven sheet.

6.4 in x 4 in (16.25 cm x 10.2 cm)

*This product is not manufactured 
or distributed by Procter & 
Gamble, owner of the trademark 
Bounce and Outdoor Fresh.
Distributed by Topco associates 
LLC, Elk Grove Village, IL 6007

™

fresh scent dryer sheets



Logo
Original
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Logo Actual Size and Placement

™New



Photography
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Advertisement
This advertisement is meant to emphasize 
the ease provided by the new packaging. 
The redesign includes magnets on the 
back of the design allowing you to put it 
right on your dryer. The focus is on the 
life of a busy mother and how laundry is 
a chore that has now become easier with 
Simply Done dryer sheets. 
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Web and UX/UI Designer
Leah Cr eating


